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After 42 years at the Residence Life Of-
fice, director Ron Brunell will be leaving 
the University of Montana on June 30.  
“It’s time for me to retire,” he said. 
Since his start as a Residence Life stu-
dent employee and throughout his move up 
the ranks, Brunell has seen major changes 
at UM. When he started working, there 
weren’t co-ed dorms and men weren’t al-
lowed past the main lobby in women’s 
dorms. While most female students had to 
stay on campus through their junior year, 
married women weren’t allowed to live in 
the residence halls.
“We have given students more preroga-
tives to manage their own education, their 
own lifestyle,” Brunell said. “Students 
have moved to a position where we can 
treat them as adults. The old theory that a 
university acts in place of a parent has gone 
by the wayside.”
While he said 95 percent of UM stu-
dents are doing well, Brunell said he is 
concerned about what he sees as increased 
substance abuse, which can affect mental 
health and academic performance.
“I hope that students value their educa-
tion as much as they did when I first started 
here,” Brunell said. “You gotta be pretty 
nimble in the foot and you’ve got to be very 
competent in your various study and com-
munication skills.”
Previous fall semesters have seen an 
overflow of students at UM dorms, with 
some students forced into interim housing 
until rooms became free. Brunell said he 
thinks enrollment numbers may soon sta-
bilize because of the economy and decreas-
ing high school graduation rates in Mon-
tana, but cautioned that it was difficult to 
guess. He said everyone wishes they had a 
crystal ball to see 10 years into the future. 
Although he is proud of more than $46 
million in campus improvements, includ-
ing the building of Pantzer Hall and the 
Lewis and Clark Village apartments, as 
well as renovations to Toole Village and 
Miller Hall, Brunell said he is most proud 
of the student staff at the Residence Life 
Office.
“I’m proud of what they accomplish and 
what they go on to do,” Brunell said. “We 
put a lot of faith in our students. Honestly, 
it’s rare that our students disappoint us.”
Brunell said he hopes to assist in the 
transition to a new director as well as get 
several projects on track before he leaves. 
Residence Life has plans to refurbish Aber 
Hall, renovate elevators in Aber and Jesse 
Halls and re-drape several buildings, de-
pending on the funds available.
As Brunell finishes his last semester at 
UM, a couple students weighed in on what 
the University needs from the next Resi-
dence Life director.
ASUM Vice President Emily May said 
she wants the new Residence Life head to 
be open to working with students. She said 
that although much of the new University 
housing is planned for UM’s south campus, 
she’d like to see more on the main campus 
because of room shortages.
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ALKING THE 
weathered and 
unused platform of 
the old Northern Pa-
cific Railway depot in 
downtown Missoula, it’s hard to 
imagine how busy this place once 
was. 
But there was a time when this 
spot was the hub of Missoula. A 
time when massive steam locomo-
tives brought seasonal visitors to 
western Montana. A time when 
the sons of a city boarded troop 
trains destined for the front lines 
of Europe. A time when traveling 
by rail wasn’t seen as some anti-
quated way of going from place to 
place, but the way. 
That was until 1979, when Am-
trak discontinued its North Coast 
Hiawatha passenger train between 
Chicago and Seattle, leaving Mis-
soula and southern Montana with 
no passenger rail service. 
But that could soon change if 
rail advocates and some local poli-
ticians get their way and Amtrak 
restores the service that Passenger 
Train Journal once called one of 
the greatest streamlined passenger 
trains ever. 
Today, the only passenger train 
that calls on Montana is Amtrak’s 
Empire Builder. Once run by the 
Great Northern Railway, it runs 
between Chicago and Seattle, 
with part of the train breaking 
off in Spokane and continuing to 
Portland. Heading west, it runs 
across the Hi-Line and along the 
southern boundary of Glacier 
National Park, stopping in towns 
like Glasgow, Havre, Shelby and 
Whitefish. 
Whitefish is a two-hour drive 
north on Highway 93 and is the 
closest Amtrak stop to Missoula 
for University of Montana students 
like Maggie Sullivan, who takes 
the train to and from her home 
in Minnesota, usually around the 
holidays. Sullivan said taking the 
train is cheaper than flying and al-
though it isn’t as fast, she likes the 
relaxed environment on board. 
The only negative is the drive, 
she said. Sullivan doesn’t have 
a car in Missoula and it can be a 
hassle to find someone to drive her 
to Whitefish. 
It is shortly after 7 a.m. on 
Dec. 20 and I, like Sullivan and 
numerous other students, have 
made the drive north on 93 to catch 
the train home for the holidays. 
My destination will be Boston, 
where I’ll buy a bus ticket a few 
days later for the final leg home to 
central Maine. And while it may 
be a lack of caffeine, the platform 
in Whitefish seems as busy as its 
much larger counterpart at South 
Station in downtown Boston. 
In the pre-dawn darkness, sta-
tion lights reflect off the stainless 
steel Superliner passenger cars as 
Amtrak crewmembers hustle bag-
gage and people aboard. The stop 
is supposed to be 20 minutes ex-
actly and with the train on time to-
day, the conductor is eager to keep 
it that way. 
Lugging my backpack across 
the station platform, I walk to 
the closest door and tell the con-
ductor I’ll be going all the way to 
Chicago, where I’ll be changing 
trains for my final ride home. He 
directs me up the stairs and to the 
left, where I find rows of sleeping 
passengers rolled up in awkward 
ways in an attempt to sleep in their 
reclined chairs. One of these peo-
ple, from the Seattle area, wakes 
up when we stop and offers me the 
seat next to her. 
W
Brunell to retire after 42 years at Residence Life Office
Comeback?
A cross-country trip reveals the 
possible future for passenger rail 
service in southern Montana
Passengers walk along Amtrak’s Empire Builder at Minot, N.D. on a cool night in December 2009. Scenes like this could 
become commonplace in Missoula if passenger service is restored on the former Northern Pacific Railway. 
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See AMTRAK, page 3
Trains were important here. They brought the 
freight and mail to all the Hi-Line communities. 
-Art Arnold, farmer from Northern Montana
“
”
See BRUNELL, page 12
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BIG UPS
Backhands
Caught 
in the 
Act
Condoms here, condoms there
Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks
Riding in on a wave of populist anger and a pickup truck, it’s Big Ups and Back-
hands. Let’s do this.
George Dennison is retiring, which merits some mildly annoyed Backhands for 
making us change the name of our prestigious Denny Awards next year. That is, unless 
you say you’re retiring, leave for seven months, and then force out the guy who took 
over your spot because you decide your old job was better than you thought. People 
seem to be doing that lately.
Some Big Ups go to the prez for saying in his State of the Union speech that the 
Wall Street bailouts were as popular as a root canal. Now, what we’re about to say may 
shock you, but it’s the truth: Someone else didn’t like root canals and his name was 
Adolf Hitler. Think about it.
Black turtleneck Backhands to Apple for making a giant iPhone, giving it a name 
that makes it sound like a hi-tech feminine hygiene product and expecting us to buy it. 
We still will, of course, but we don’t have to like it.
Free Speech Big Ups to the Supreme Court for finally letting corporations tell us 
who we’re supposed to vote for. Democracy’s so much easier to handle when people can 
cast their ballots based on brand loyalty. Plus, Michael Moore’s well has been dry for a 
while, so we hope you like getting ambushed by angry fat dudes, Roberts.
Almighty Backhands to televangelist Pat Robertson for suggesting that the trag-
edies in Haiti were divine retribution for making a pact with the devil a couple hundred 
years ago. If that logic applies, Robertson’s descendents in the future nation of Douche-
land are in for it a few centuries from now.
Complimentary Big Ups to the sports staff and editors of UNLV’s Rebel Yell. We 
feel like we owe you at least that much. 
In honor of J.D. Salinger’s memory, we channel our inner Holden Caulfield and 
leave you with some parting words: You’re all a bunch of lousy phonies.
Editor’s note: Kaelyn Kelly and Willi 
Brooks take turns writing this column, 
which is published on Fridays. This is Wil-
li’s week to write.
“I believe this is yours,” she said as she 
threw the used condom at me.  
It was mine. I’d lost the one thing that 
was separating our bodily fluids, along with 
preventing possible STDs and pregnancies 
... inside her.  
Every day, people lose cell phones, keys, 
money, even cars in parking lots. Losing 
something like that isn’t a life-changing ex-
perience. The loss of a condom in a part-
ner’s body can be. And it happens to some-
one, somewhere, every day.  
Ever since condoms were created, they’ve 
turned up missing. Such incidents must be 
discussed openly because communication 
between partners is of the utmost impor-
tance in any relationship. I know I write this 
a lot, but if you’re afraid to talk about sex, 
you probably shouldn’t be having sex.  
Now you may be asking yourself, “What 
the hell does this guy know about losing a 
condom and how it feels?” And as a straight 
male, I’ll admit I know little about the ef-
fects this can have on a person. So to solve 
this condom conundrum, I turned to Mis-
soula’s clinical sexologist, Lindsey Doe, for 
help.  
“Losing a condom can be a traumatic 
experience,” she said. “If you lose a fork in 
your garbage disposal, someone around you 
will know how to deal with the situation. 
That situation would be rather calm and not 
very stressful. But losing a condom inside 
an orifice is a much bigger deal because 
people aren’t prepared for it.”
Because condoms are used to separate 
body fluids, she said, the precautions are a 
little bit different than they are when remov-
ing the fork from the disposal. 
“You don’t want to spill any of the flu-
ids,” she said.
Doe’s recommendation for getting it out 
is rather simple. She says however it got 
there, whether on a penis or on a toy, your 
partner should help you remove it. They will 
have a better angle and will be able to get it 
out without compromising the integrity of 
the condom. But if that isn’t a possibility, 
going to the bathroom is another method of 
potential removal.
No one is skilled in the art of condom 
removal because it’s unexpected. Guys, re-
sponsibility is huge here, so make sure you 
get protection that fits. And if that’s out of 
the question, you at least need to watch out 
for your rubber.  
If a condom does get lost inside you, you 
should get it out soon. However, sometimes 
things are easier said than done, so if you’re 
unable to track down the prophylactic, con-
sulting a doctor or gynecologist to remove it 
isn’t a bad idea.
Now to the health side of things. Most 
scientific research shows that loss of a con-
dom isn’t harmful to one’s health. On the 
other hand, some doctors speculate that 
having a condom implanted for an extended 
amount of time could expedite latex aller-
gies or increase the chances of toxic shock 
syndrome.
So if you realize something has gone 
missing, the smart thing to do is stop. Find 
out where it is and put on a new one, for 
the sake of your partner’s health and your 
own. And if there are concerns about pos-
sible pregnancies after that, Plan B should 
be considered as an option.
Happy 2010 everybody! Please remem-
ber to have fun and be safe. 
Willi Brooks is a senior studying broad-
cast journalism.
herbert.brooks@umontana.edu
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Heard around campus
“The hock-a-loogie sound has never really done it for 
me romantically ... but I guess it has a time and place.”
-heard outside Urey Hall
“It wasn’t even like she was pretty. If she was hot I 
would have let her stay on.”
-heard in the L.A. building
“Did you know there was a guy living in a bus in the 
backyard?”
-heard across from the Gallagher Business Building
one of those names that faded into 
history. 
For Amtrak, the old Northern 
Pacific passenger train was redun-
dant. It ran between Chicago and 
Seattle–Portland just like the Em-
pire Builder. And on Oct. 6, 1979, 
that redundancy became its death 
sentence. 
If it had gone the other way, I 
might be riding a passenger train 
on the old Northern Pacific, but to-
day I’m on board the Empire Build-
er as it skirts across the remote 
and snowbound plains of northern 
Montana. It is that remoteness that 
saved this train. People using the 
Hi-Line — a nickname given by 
locals to the towns that fall along 
the Great Northern and U.S. Route 
2 — for public transportation are 
few and far between. 
By now, the mountains are fad-
ing on the horizon behind us as 
we speed east. Mountain towns 
like Whitefish, Essex and East 
Glacier have given way to prairie 
towns like Browning, Cut Bank 
and Shelby. 
At Shelby, Tara jumps off for 
a few moments. Her grandmother 
lives here and she has a Christmas 
present she needs to deliver. For 
me, it is a reminder of how much 
more human a passenger train 
seems. Try getting off a plane for 
a few minutes during a stop and 
you’re likely to be met by gun-
touting government agents ready 
to give you an interrogation that 
only the likes of James Bond could 
deal with. 
Outside, Tara gives her grand-
mother one last hug before jump-
ing back on board and retaking her 
seat. Now we’re able to continue 
watching what happens to Nan-
cy Botwin and her pot-smoking 
Half awake myself, I thank her 
and throw my bag on the luggage 
rack above. Before I know it, the 
two of us have entered a daylong 
conversation and I barely notice 
when we smoothly pull out of the 
station, three big General Electric 
P42DC locomotives throttling up 
into the snowy darkness. 
My seatmate, like me, is head-
ed home for the holidays. She is 
destined for her parents’ home in 
Glasgow and is taking the train 
because it is one of the only forms 
of public transportation on the 
Hi-Line. In this part of Montana, 
Amtrak is more of a lifeline than 
a rail line. 
With little else to do on board 
the train, Tara and I would sit and 
talk for the better part of the day, 
view an entire season of “Weeds” 
on her portable DVD player and 
watch the winter wonderland of 
Montana fly by our window. 
The scenery is that of Glacier 
National Park, its tall and majestic 
peaks shooting skyward as if to 
resemble cathedrals and, even to-
day, looking everything like those 
old Great Northern Railway pro-
motional posters in the Whitefish 
station. 
For the Great Northern Rail-
way, the Empire Builder was a ca-
thedral. 
When those promotional post-
ers were new, every railroad had 
a namesake passenger train. The 
Pennsylvania had the Broadway 
Limited, the New York Central 
laid claim to the 21st Century, the 
Rio Grande had the Zephyr and 
the Northern Pacific had the North 
Coast Limited. It was a time when 
railroads were proud to offer the 
best service and when the railroad 
was still a central part of Ameri-
can life, before the automobile and 
airplane and spaceship took the 
imagination of a nation. 
But as the 1950s turned into the 
60s, things began to change. Com-
petition from highways and air-
lines stripped railroads of passen-
ger revenue and by the early 1970s 
passenger trains were a source of 
pain instead of pride, standing in 
the way of what really made mon-
ey: Freight. 
So in 1971, railroads finally 
rid themselves of passenger rail 
service. From then on it would be 
subsidized and operated by the 
government, a sort of early version 
of today’s government bailout. 
The only thing the railroads would 
have to do was give the passenger 
trains a little space on the sched-
ule. Amtrak would do the rest. 
But Amtrak soon discovered 
what the now freight-exclusive 
railroads already knew: You 
couldn’t make money hauling pas-
sengers. 
So as time went on, Amtrak 
rid itself of surplus or unprofit-
able routes, if there was even such 
a thing as profitable. Soon, names 
like the Broadway and Zephyr 
would fall to the pages of the past. 
Rich and proud history couldn’t 
save them now. 
The North Coast Hiawatha was 
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Amtrak’s Empire Builder rolls east across the Hi-Line on Oct. 17, 2009. With few other transportation options, Amtrak is a 
lifeline in this part of Montana.
 Justin Franz/Montana Kaimin
See AMTRAK, page 4
it to be surplus due to a lull in 
freight traffic and because it was 
an operating headache, with each 
train requiring extra locomotives 
to push it over the rugged moun-
tain grades. With this line now out 
of service, the new route would go 
by way of the state capital in Hel-
ena.
According to the study, the re-
instated train could see upward 
of 350,000 passengers annually, 
including almost 70,000 who now 
ride the Empire Builder. The train 
would bring in $43 million of rev-
enue a year, yet would cost more 
than $70 million to operate, mean-
ing that the rest would likely be 
covered by tax payers. 
However, this is only the cost 
to run the train and does not in-
clude the price to actually restore 
the service, which would reach 
more than $1 billion. This would 
cover the restoration of the track to 
maintain the speed of a passenger 
train, traffic signals to control the 
operation of both freight and pas-
senger trains, rebuilding and res-
toration of passenger stations, and 
the acquisition of 18 new locomo-
tives and 54 new passenger cars. 
The purchase of that new equip-
ment would reach an estimated 
$330 million, but it’s a must ac-
cording to the study, because Am-
trak’s current equipment fleet for 
long-distance passenger trains like 
the Empire Builder is stretched far 
too thin. 
Even with these staggering 
costs, Missoula City Councilmen 
Dave Strohmaier said it would 
still be possible to get train ser-
vice back in Missoula. He said 
station improvements should be 
taken care of by the local commu-
nities, while track improvements 
between the communities must 
be the responsibility of the state 
and federal governments. But even 
with the large amount of work re-
quired to make this train a reality, 
he said it’s worth it.
friends. For the most part, this is 
how the rest of our day goes. 
The next stop is Havre. It’s a 
town that isn’t known for much, 
other than being the birthplace of 
U.S. Senator Jon Tester. 
Tester has been a large 
proponent of the return of Amtrak 
to southern Montana. In a state-
ment to the Kaimin this week, he 
said that its return would be ben-
eficial to the state.
“I strongly believe expanded 
passenger rail service should be 
part of Montana’s future, and it 
should be a bigger part of Ameri-
ca’s transportation infrastructure,” 
he said. “That’s why I directed 
Amtrak to look into the possibil-
ity of restoring the North Coast 
Hiawatha.” 
That request was part of the 
Passenger Rail Investment and 
Improvement Act of 2008, which 
became law on Oct. 16, 2008. The 
document was released exactly a 
year later, ten days after the 30th 
anniversary of the North Coast Hi-
awatha’s last run. 
Inside the 52-page document 
is a look at the train’s history and 
that of the route, as well as chang-
es that have occurred since 1979. 
These changes include the amount 
of traffic on the route, the condi-
tion of the line, and the line’s own-
ership. 
At the time of the last run, 
much of the route was owned 
by Burlington Northern. Today, 
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Amtrak crew members walk the train during a station stop in Havre in January. 
Justin Franz/Montana Kaimin
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the section between Billings and 
Sandpoint, Idaho, is operated by 
Montana Rail Link. However, Mi-
chael Ackley, a member of the Na-
tional Association of Rail Passen-
gers and an advocate for the return 
of passenger service for more than 
ten years, doesn’t believe that this 
will be a problem.
“Montana Rail Link has been 
supportive,” he said. “They haven’t 
said, ‘Yes, let’s get this thing go-
ing,’ but they haven’t said no.” 
He said the rail company is 
waiting to see what happens. 
The train originally ran by way 
of Butte and Deer Lodge, up and 
over the Homestake Pass route. 
The route was closed in the 1980s 
when Burlington Northern found 
simple drive can turn into some-
thing similar to the Donner Party 
experience, he said. 
“It’s an asset to all of the com-
munities and the general public to 
have this form of transportation,” 
he said. “Especially in a time of 
high energy prices.” 
But while Arnold sees Amtrak 
as “money well spent,” he has is-
sues with how some of the freight 
railroads do business. 
As a farmer on the Hi-Line, Ar-
nold said he has seen a change in 
freight service from a time when 
every little town had a grain eleva-
tor along the tracks to a time when 
it costs too much to move just one 
car of grain. This is because the 
railroad prefers to deal with one 
massive grain elevator rather than 
dozens of smaller ones. Because of 
this, farmers like Arnold have to 
truck their grain hundreds of miles 
to the larger elevator. 
“They need to provide local 
service rather than just looking at 
the big picture,” he said.
Grain traffic on the railroads 
has never been higher, accord-
ing to the Amtrak study review-
ing the return of the North Coast 
Hiawatha. Because of an increase 
in coal and grain traffic across 
Montana, there are worries that 
the southern route that would host 
the new Amtrak train is already at 
capacity. 
But the lack of local attention 
from the big freight railroads is just 
one of the issues facing farmers to-
day on the Hi-Line, Arnold said. 
Droughts and government regula-
tions have slowly eroded the num-
ber of working farms in the area 
and, in some respects, the commu-
nities are slowly dying, he said. 
This conversation lasts into the 
night and, as interesting as it is, I 
can only participate so long before 
I begin to drift. Leaving Arnold, 
I make my way back to my seat a 
car or two down the train. 
Grabbing my jacket, I curl up 
across my seat and the one next to 
me and peer out the window. 
We’ve begun to slow down for 
another station stop and before 
I know it, I’m looking at a small 
train station next to a likewise 
parking lot. A few people stand 
on the platform waiting to climb 
aboard, their breath hanging in 
front of them. 
After they board, a muffled 
air horn is sounded from the front 
of the train. From our car’s open 
door downstairs, an “all aboard” is 
heard as the doors slide shut. As 
the conductor swings back through 
the door, the three locomotives 
notch out and the train quickly 
drifts into the night. The lights of 
the small town get smaller the fast-
er we go. The passenger cars’ steel 
wheels dance on old ribbon rail.
Suddenly my view out the win-
dow is filled with that of a passing 
freight train on the second track. 
For a minute or so, brown grain 
cars fly by my window, a flash of 
light shining through the gaps in 
the cars every time one passes. It’s 
another grain train headed west. 
Somewhere in the winter of 
North Dakota, I fall asleep. 
Hours later, my eyes fend off 
the coming daylight and I look out 
and see the industrial setting of 
Minneapolis. This is an extended 
station stop and I take the time to 
hop off for a few moments. But the 
bone-chilling cold quickly makes 
me regret that and I retreat inside. 
It being about breakfast time, I 
wander toward the dining car and 
grab a seat. Since we’re on a train 
and space is at a premium, com-
munity seating is practiced and I 
eat with an older woman from Pol-
son, a guy from Tillamook and a 
girl from Seattle. 
All of them are surprisingly 
chatty at this early hour, especially 
the girl next to me. And while I’m 
usually just as conversational, it is 
a bit early for me, so most of what 
I contribute are nods and the oc-
casional “oh yeah.” 
The menu on board is pretty 
basic and features eggs and toast 
and the sorts. I order an omelet 
and minutes later a waitress puts 
before me a plate with a conser-
vatively-spaced meal of omelet, 
potatoes and toast. At first I’m a 
little surprised, but then again, it 
is a train and you can’t bring too 
many pounds of potatoes across 
the country. But it is still better 
than an airplane meal and with a 
healthy dose of coffee — which 
for being on a train is a damn good 
cup of joe — the conversation be-
comes enjoyable. 
After we all finish our meal 
and pay, we part ways so another 
group of passengers can get a taste 
of Amtrak food. 
Chicago is just seven or so 
hours away and the small towns 
and farmlands of the Midwest fly 
by. Station stops at places like Red 
Wing, La Crosse and Winona give 
“At the end of the day, in terms 
of funding, it’s got to be a local, 
state and federal partnership,” he 
said. “It’s obviously going to be a 
tough undertaking.” 
But a group of Missoula area 
advocates, including Ackley, say 
the price outlined by Amtrak is 
higher than it should be. Ackley 
said the National Association of 
Rail Passengers worked with a 
railroad economist and railroad-
ers around Montana and figured 
out a way to bring the price down 
to somewhere near $700 million. 
Those findings will soon be sent 
on to Sen. Tester’s office in Wash-
ington D.C. and the group hopes 
that the savings will improve the 
chances of passenger trains return-
ing. 
Kirk Thompson of Stevensville 
has contacted Tester’s office and 
said that when he and other Mis-
soula area advocates met, they 
found many cost-saving precau-
tions that Amtrak should look at. 
He said findings also show that 
railroads like Burlington Northern 
Santa Fe and Montana Rail Link 
should share in the costs necessary 
to restore the track to passenger 
speeds because this will benefit 
the freight railroads as much as it 
will passenger service. 
Another cost-saving measure 
would be to combine the North 
Coast Hiawatha with the Empire 
Builder west of Spokane, which 
would mean Amtrak would need 
fewer locomotives. It also means 
that the train could make timely 
connections on the west end of its 
run with trains destined for Cali-
fornia. 
For Strohmaier, anything that 
can make this dream a reality is a 
good thing. 
“We must seize any opportuni-
ties to establish and enhance more 
environmentally friendly modes 
of transportation,” he said. “The 
time has come to take another stab 
at it.” 
He added that with what ap-
pears to be a rail-friendly admin-
istration in the White House, there 
has never been a better opportu-
nity than now. 
But Strohmaier is quick to add 
that the restoration of service must 
avoid one negative outcome. 
“At the end of the day, our com-
mitment is that whatever we do in 
southern Montana will not hurt the 
Empire Builder,” he said. 
That same train is now 
rolling toward Glasgow and Tara’s 
final stop. As we near the station, 
she puts her bags in order and as 
the train slows, we bid farewell. 
Outside, her father is waiting in 
a pickup truck, ready to take her 
home to an anxious family. 
As we roll out of town, the seat 
next to me doesn’t stay vacant 
long. An older fellow by the name 
of Art Arnold sits next to me. He’s 
a local farmer and is headed for 
New York to see his daughter for 
the holidays. After we exchange 
pleasantries, he gets up and heads 
for the lounge car to grab a cup of 
coffee. 
A little while later, I do the 
same and find Arnold sitting in 
the lounge car. A quick hello turns 
into a long conversation about the 
train, life on the Hi-Line, politics 
and everything in between. 
Arnold came from a small town 
about 30 miles outside of Glasgow. 
His choice of riding the train was 
more out of necessity, but he still 
enjoys it. 
“It’s nice that you can rest on 
the way,” he said. “You’re rested 
when you get to your destination 
and you get to meet people. It’s re-
laxing.” 
He added that flying can be a 
hassle, mainly because the clos-
est airport to his hometown is 350 
miles away. 
And that is why this train still 
exists. Whereas the cities on the 
southern route have various public 
transportation options such as bus 
and air, those same options don’t 
exist here on the Hi-Line. 
“Trains were important here,” 
he said. “They brought the freight 
and mail to all the Hi-Line com-
munities.” 
And that importance remains, 
especially in winter when even a 
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A westbound grain train is seen in Bonner last January. Freight trains hauling grain and coal across Montana and the north-
ern plains have become more frequent since the 1979 closure of the North Coast Hiawatha route across southern Montana. 
That increase was mentioned in a 52-page report released by Amtrak in October.
 Justin Franz/Montana Kaimin
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a look into a world similar to that 
of a John Mellencamp music video, 
the ones that halfway through the 
song suddenly become an ad for 
John Deere tractors or Ford trucks. 
Many of these towns are 
similar to Missoula in size and 
population. La Crosse, Wis., like 
Missoula, is the county seat. The 
town’s population is almost 52,000, 
just a few thousand less than that 
of Missoula, and is part of an over-
all area that has well over 120,000 
people. 
According to the city’s mayor 
Mathias Harter, Amtrak service is 
very important to the town. 
“It’s very convenient and comes 
right into our city,” he said. “It’s 
an economical way of travel that 
keeps us connected to other com-
munities.” 
Harter said advocates in the city 
are trying to rally support for rail 
service, but unlike Missoula, which 
seeks a return, La Crosse is look-
ing for high-speed rail, meaning 
trains that exceed 150 miles per 
hour. These trains are common in 
Europe, but the only place in North 
America to see high-speed rail 
is between Washington D.C. and 
Boston, where Amtrak operates the 
Acela on the Northeast Corridor. 
The busy corridor between 
Washington D.C. and Boston is the 
complete opposite of the scenery 
and setting that lies just beyond my 
window. While farther east, sky-
lines of modern America dominate 
the landscape, here in the Midwest 
everything looks like a Norman 
Rockwell picture. 
It is that nostalgic atmosphere 
that brought Roger Davis aboard. 
Originally from Illinois, Davis 
lives in Seattle and works as a med-
ical researcher. Usually his busy 
schedule doesn’t warrant him a lot 
of free time and he usually flies. 
But this holiday season was differ-
ent, so he and his twin brother de-
cided to take the slow way home. 
“We thought it’d be fun,” Davis 
said. “And we have the time to kill.” 
Like everyone else I’ve talked 
to, it’s that freedom to get up, walk 
around, get a meal and mingle with 
other passengers that has brought 
them on board. 
“You get to see a lot of stuff that 
you don’t usually get to see from an 
airplane,” Davis said. “Plus I like 
stuff like this. Nostalgic-type stuff, 
you know?” 
And it is a nostalgic form of 
travel that could come back to 
southern Montana if years of work 
by rail advocates becomes a reality. 
While a good number of stu-
dents from Missoula already make 
the two-hour drive north to catch 
the train, many more would use 
Amtrak as an option if it came to 
Missoula, said Nancy Wilson of 
ASUM Transportation. She has 
been busy getting the word out to 
the campus community ever since 
the Amtrak study was published in 
October of 2009.
She said student support has 
been overwhelming.
“Everyone is elated, everyone 
wants the train,” Wilson said. “I 
don’t think anyone is against it.” 
Since October, students in-
volved with ASUM Transportation 
have been out gathering signatures 
of support and, as of this month, 
they had acquired more than 1,500, 
most of which came from students. 
Wilson said that once enough have 
been gathered, it will be sent to 
Congress. 
“We want Congress to know 
that we’re generating youth support 
for this,” she said. 
One large force behind ASUM’s 
support is recent graduate Jordan 
Hess, who at one time held the 
position of ASUM Transportation 
Board chair. He and Wilson have 
been out gathering support for the 
project during the past few years. 
He said a Facebook group had been 
created by someone in Bozeman 
and, as of last week, it had well over 
16,000 members. But he’s quick to 
add that this project won’t succeed 
without the help of citizens and stu-
dents from all along the route, from 
Chicago to Seattle and Portland.
“The way we’ll get the service 
back is by showing strong support 
in all of the affected states,” he said. 
To do this, ASUM President 
Matt Fennell sent a letter to more 
than two-dozen schools along the 
route late last year. In the letter, the 
environmental and economic ad-
vantages were outlined and ways to 
gather support were discussed.
But like many, Hess admits that 
the return of service will not come 
without a fight, especially in this 
economic environment with people 
saying that this is not money well 
spent. But he believes that the criti-
cisms are poorly thought out, say-
ing that highways and airports both 
receive significant government 
support. 
“We can’t expect rail to be com-
petitive without a little bit of help,” 
he said. 
He also believes that those who 
are not fully in support of the return 
of passenger service will come on 
board if gas prices go up again. 
“Fuel prices will go back up, and 
when that happens this will have 
more urgency,” he said. “I think it’s 
sad that we must be captive to fuel 
prices before we react.”
But some believe any money 
spent on the restoration of the 
North Coast Hiawatha could be 
better used on the improvement 
and expansion of high-speed rail 
in the country, which would affect 
more populated areas than South 
Dakota and Montana. According to 
Thompson, Congress has already 
authorized $13 billion for the ad-
vancement of high-speed rail and 
most of that money isn’t going to 
Amtrak, but rather to help states 
establish their own high-speed pas-
senger rail agencies. One place that 
is rapidly working to gain such ser-
vice is California, which set aside 
$10 billion for a route between Los 
Angeles and San Francisco. 
But for Michael Ackley, the cur-
rent situation is the best that rail 
advocates have seen since they first 
started gathering support for the 
train service almost a decade ago. 
“We’ve covered so much ground 
in the last few years,” he said. “Peo-
ple can now see the reasons to re-
turn this route.” 
He said this could affect many 
groups — including tourists, stu-
dents and the elderly — favorably. 
“There are so many positive 
things about it,” he said, adding that 
it would also be the first time that 
Amtrak reinstated a long-distance 
passenger train. But for this to hap-
pen, it will have to be the work of a 
grassroots effort, he said, one that 
is becoming larger and larger by 
the day.
“The more noise we make about 
this, the better,” he said. 
Both Hess and Ackley said that 
the noise made could bring another 
regularly scheduled passenger train 
to Montana within five years. For 
now, the Empire Builder stands 
alone, running day in and day out 
between Chicago and Seattle and 
Portland.
Just a day after boarding the 
Empire Builder in Whitefish, I’m 
sitting in my seat with my bags re-
packed and organized, ready to de-
train at our destination of Chicago 
Union Station. 
As the train slowly weaves 
through switches and turnouts to 
align itself on the correct track, the 
skyline emerges from the foggy 
shadows. Over the intercom, the 
conductor announces “Chicago, 
last stop,” and relays a message that 
has been uttered by crewmembers 
countless times in the last few days: 
“We know you have options 
for travel, and we appreciate that 
you’ve chosen Amtrak.”
justin.franz@umontana.edu 
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Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
Sarah Ena, Tianna Ware and Stephanie Stender kick back after basketball practice in the Adams Center on Thursday. The Lady Griz will host the Northern 
Colorado Bears and the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks Friday and Saturday. Both games tip off at 7 p.m. in Dahlberg Arena.
Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
Lady Griz look to keep pace with conference leaders
If the year in sports was a fireworks 
show, January would be the grand finale.  
Of the four “major” sports, three are in 
competition and the fourth is a mere month 
away from training camps. I’m aware that 
November is the only month of the year 
when all four sports are all in competition, 
but January is better for two reasons: the 
increased importance of football games 
and the return of championship tennis.
Out of the 31 days in January, mean-
ingful football games are played on 12 
(I guess 13 if you want to count the Pro 
Bowl). That’s an average of one game 
every 2.58 days. And eight of those days 
featured more than one game. Consider-
ing college bowl teams and NFL play-
off teams all have something to play for, 
the games tend to be pretty high-quality. 
(However, there are exceptions. See: Min-
nesota Vikings.)
For example, all of the bowl games 
that people care about aren’t played un-
til January. There are no Emerald-Nuts–
Pep-Boys–Firestone-Tires–Credit-Union 
bowls in the first week of January. And 
now that the NCAA has given each BCS 
game its own night, it is a marathon to see 
how much my liver and bank account can 
take.
There’s also an urgency to enjoy the 
moment. In bowl season, all these teams 
are playing their last games of the sea-
son. Furthermore, most of the players’ ca-
reers are coming to an end. Why not send 
them off in style by having a toast to their 
achievements? Or drown your sorrows in 
their failure (See: Oregon Ducks).
The NFL is a beast all its own. If fans 
had their way, America would have 52 
weeks of professional football. It is the 
only sport that people will watch reli-
giously even when their team isn’t in the 
playoffs. What is the first question people 
ask co-workers and friends after Champi-
onship Sunday?  
“Hey, who you rooting for in the Super 
Bowl?” 
The high ratio of quality events that 
make me want to drink while I watch them 
in January is incredible. I’m actually quite 
pleased that the Super Bowl is in Febru-
ary because it keeps me from becoming a 
full-blown alcoholic in the first month of 
the new year.
However, arguing for football is like 
preaching to the choir. What makes Janu-
ary great is an event that takes place 16 
time zones and a half world away.
Naturally, I’m talking about the Aus-
tralian Open. You know, that two-week 
championship tennis tournament that runs 
through the end of the month where the 
fans shout obscenities from “The Hang-
over” and players will drop a couple F-
bombs on a chair umpire on live television 
(See: Roddick, Andy). In fact, tennis is 
the only sport that won’t cut to commer-
cial when a player begins to go off. Right, 
Serena?  
The best part of the Aussie is the for-
mat. It’s on every night and it’s live. This 
saves me from having to watch re-runs of 
ESPN’s phenomenal in-house program-
ming of “NFL Live,” “NBA Fastbreak” 
and the abomination that is “Sportsna-
tion.”
The first month is still 
the best for sports
Troy Warzocha
See JANUARY, page 12
As the Lady Griz return home this 
weekend to take on a couple of teams lan-
guishing near the conference cellar, they 
have learned to take nothing for granted, 
especially this year.
“We try to approach every game as our 
biggest game,” said coach Robin Selvig.
While Northern Colorado and Northern 
Arizona may not be the class of the Big Sky, 
Selvig knows that his team cannot afford to 
throw away opportunities as the Lady Griz 
are still fighting to stay near the top of the 
conference.
A couple of victories would go a long 
way to help Montana keep pace with sur-
prise conference leaders Eastern Washing-
ton and Portland State, who clash for league 
supremacy Saturday in Portland.
The Lady Griz are riding short-lived 
momentum, winning two in a row after 
dropping consecutive road games to Port-
land State and Eastern by five combined 
points on their first road trip of the year. 
Their most recent victory was extra satisfy-
ing, a road win in Bozeman against arch-
rival Montana State. 
“There’s nothing better than winning 
down in Bozeman. There really isn’t,” said 
assistant coach Annette Rocheleau. “Espe-
cially this year; it was our first road win 
and we picked a good time to get it. It’s al-
ways fun to knock those guys off.” 
This weekend, the Lady Griz will be 
the hunted instead of the hunter, as both 
Northern Colorado and Northern Arizona 
are hungry to make a playoff run despite 
being two of the Big Sky’s most stagnant 
offensive teams. 
Montana will continue to run its rotation 
with nine dressed players until sophomore 
forward Misty Atkinson returns from in-
jury. But that doesn’t mean there has been 
any drop-off in production, as the Lady 
Griz may have one of the deepest benches 
in the conference.
Junior forward Jessa Loman-Linford 
has jumped into the starting lineup after an 
injury to true freshman Katie Baker, and a 
cast of other players has provided crucial 
minutes off the bench, including true fresh-
man forwards Alyssa Smith and Kenzie De 
Boer, redshirt freshman forward Alexandra 
Hurley and senior center Shadra Robison.
“(Baker’s injury) let Alyssa, Shad and 
Aly come in and do some things they 
thought maybe they weren’t going to get 
to do this year,” senior guard Lauren Beck 
said.  
Beck was also pleased to see some of the 
veterans like Robison and Loman-Linford 
get more playing time. 
“They deserve it and they’re doing a 
good job out there,” she added.
Beck hasn’t been a slouch, either. She 
scored 21 points against the Bobcats and 
is having the best offensive season of her 
career in the absence of graduated UM 
standouts Mandy Morales and Sonya Rog-
ers. Beck is averaging 15.2 points and six 
rebounds per game, both of which lead the 
team.  
She is also the only Lady Griz who has 
logged over 200 minutes on the floor thus 
far in conference play.
“I’m lucky I’m in a position where I’ve 
been here for four years now and I get to 
score a little more and distribute a little 
more and have a more balanced attack,” 
Beck said.
Outside of her leadership on the stat 
sheet, Beck’s willingness to be versatile 
and provide senior leadership hasn’t been 
lost on the coaching staff.
“I think Lauren (Beck) has really stepped 
it up the last few weeks and really become a 
good leader, which we needed,” Rocheleau 
said. “She’s doing a heck of a job.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
GREELEY, Colo. — Derek Selvig made 
three free throws in the final 1:15 and An-
thony Johnson scored 19 points as Montana 
avenged an earlier loss with a 64–62 victo-
ry over Northern Colorado Thursday night.
Selvig finished with 13 points for Mon-
tana (14–7, 5–4 Big Sky). Ryan Staudacher 
added 17 points, including five 3-pointers, 
for the Grizzlies, who lost 59–48 to North-
ern Colorado in Missoula on Dec. 5.
Devon Beitzel led Northern Colorado 
(17–5, 6–3) with 15 points. Will Figures had 
12, but missed a 3-pointer at the buzzer.
The loss drops Northern Colorado to 
8-1 at home. Northern Colorado trailed 
by eight at the break, but Mike Proctor's 
layup and two free throws by Chris Kaba 
pulled the Bears within 37–36 seven min-
utes into the second half. Johnson pushed 
Montana's lead back to 41–36 with a pair 
of short jumpers, but the Bears fought back 
to take the lead, 48–46, on Neal Kingman's 
off-balance fadeaway jumper with 7:50 re-
maining.
The teams traded 3-pointers before 
Northern Colorado padded its lead to 55–
49 on layups by Kingman and Taylor Mont-
gomery. Will Cherry put Montana ahead at 
59–58 with a layup off a steal and again at 
61–59 on a jump shot from inside the lane. 
Beitzel had a 3-pointer for the Bears, but 
Selvig's two free throws gave the Grizzlies 
the lead for good, 63–62, with 1:15 to go.
Beitzel missed a 3-point attempt with 
five seconds left and Selvig hit one free 
throw after the miss. Figures missed a 24-
foot shot at the buzzer.
Selvig’s free throws sink Northern Colorado
Associated Press
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An early season trip to Boze-
man would generally provide a 
spark to most Grizzly athletic 
teams.  
But the Montana indoor track 
and field teams aren’t necessar-
ily as focused on beating the rival 
Bobcats at this weekend’s Mon-
tana State Open as they are on 
improving upon times from last 
week’s meet. 
  And Montana head coach 
Brian Schweyen has a quantitative 
At home in Bozeman: UM track heads to Montana State Open
mark for how much improvement 
he expects.
 “We’re looking for our kids to 
improve on our marks that we set 
from last week. We would like ev-
erybody to up the intensity by 30 
percent,” Schweyen said. “I’m not 
sure why 30, other than it sounds 
like a good number, but we would 
like to be 30 percent better this 
week, and then 30 better again 
next week.”
  The team will be looking to 
boost marks after last week’s Cou-
gar Indoor, held in Pullman, Wash.
  In that meet, senior runner 
Brooke Andrus finished second 
in the one-mile run, edged by Lisa 
Egami of Washington State by just 
over a second.  Andrus said Schw-
eyen was quick to inform her that 
she can improve. 
 “I thought it was one of my bet-
ter races but Brian was like, ‘You 
know if you would have had a little 
more intensity you could have won 
it,” Andrus said. “That’s some-
thing that he has been stressing all 
year, in meetings, at practice. And 
it’s something he will keep doing 
from the start of the season to the 
time the Big Sky Conference meet 
rolls around.”
 The Griz had three more team 
members (Kara DeWalt, Kesslee 
Payne and Asia Graham) qualify 
for February’s Big Sky Conference 
Indoor Championships, bringing 
the team total to 13 — nine wom-
en and four men — a number that 
Schweyen would like to increase 
this weekend. 
 “That is absolutely part of the 
goal for this weekend,” Schweyen 
said. “I’m hoping that quite a few 
qualify this week.”
 One Montana athlete who has 
already qualified for the Big Sky 
meet is freshman Lindsey Hall. 
  Hall, a Missoula native, has 
found early success this season, 
placing second in the pentathlon 
at the Cougar Indoor to go along 
with a first-place finish in the long 
jump. 
  Schweyen said the perfor-
mance by Hall is something that 
he hopes to repeat this weekend in 
Bozeman and for years to come.
 “She’s a stud,” Schweyen said. 
“She has the potential and mindset 
to be great and slowly she’ll work 
her way there. I think she can po-
tentially be one of the best track 
and field athletes Montana has 
ever seen.”
  The trip to Bozeman will be 
a familiar one for the Montana 
program, which makes the three-
hour trip several times during the 
indoor season. 
  Andrus said that because the 
program lacks an indoor track to 
hold meets in Missoula, the track 
in Bozeman becomes a home away 
from home, albeit one that the Griz 
share with their rival.
 “There is always a little bit of 
a rivalry when we go to Bozeman.  
There’s that extra motivation to 
beat them,” Andrus said. “But we 
have no home track so we’re there 
almost every weekend. We just 
feel very at home there and MSU 
is pretty welcoming.”
  On the men’s side, Schweyen 
said he expects to see a lot out 
of junior sprinter Don Danns.  A 
transfer this semester from Riv-
erside Community College in 
California, Danns is expected to 
compete in Bozeman under the 
condition that his transfer paper 
work be processed so he is made 
eligible.   
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
Sophomore Nathan Klug throws the weight Wednesday in preparation for the Grizzlies’ upcoming meet. Montana will compete Friday in Bozeman at the Montana State Open.
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
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Things are sure to get interest-
ing at The Palace tonight as the 
University of Montana Women’s 
Resource Center hosts the fifth 
annual “Panty Rock Drag Show,” 
an event advertised as a night 
of “dancing, drag and debauch-
ery.” 
But it’s an evening of debauch-
ery for a good cause. 
The event serves as a fund-
raiser for the Missoula production 
of “The Vagina Monologues,” an 
off-Broadway play written by Eve 
Ensler in 1996. Every performance 
features a spate of actresses pre-
senting monologues or empower-
ing stories about various experi-
ences relating to the vagina.
It has always been a success-
ful show and 
one with a great 
message, said 
Janna Smith of 
the Women’s 
Resource Cen-
ter, who was in 
the University 
Center Thursday 
selling a variety 
of merchandise 
at a table. 
“Some stories are sad, but some 
can be funny,” Smith said.
This year’s production will 
help raise funds for Mountain 
Home Montana, a help home for 
young mothers between the ages 
of 16 and 24 who often come from 
backgrounds of bad situations and 
abuse. 
“We want to raise as much 
money as possible to give them as 
much as we can,” Smith said. 
However, to put on the produc-
tion the group must raise approxi-
mately $4,000. To do this, Mis-
soula’s drag queens (and kings) 
will put on their best show at The 
Palace on Friday evening, said 
Women’s Resource Center office 
manager Lily Wilson. 
“It’s kind of a tradition now,” 
Smith said. “And last year was 
pretty wild.” 
A c c o r d i n g 
to the Center, 
10 drag queens 
will perform 
various musi-
cal pieces. Lexis 
“The Mother” 
Load LaRose de 
la Luna, one of 
Missoula’s best-
known drag queens, will host the 
event, Wilson said. 
Between songs, there will be a 
dating auction for the showings of 
“The Vagina Monologues” on Feb. 
13 and 14. After the show, disc 
jockey Kris Moon will man the 
music, hosting a dance party that 
will go well into the night. 
Wilson said the annual event, 
which has seen multiple venues, 
including The Badlander in 2009, 
has become a well-known Missou-
la tradition after only a few years.
“It’s been so successful in the 
past,” she said. “It’s a great way to 
get gender dynamics presented in 
the community.”
She said that while drag is of-
ten associated with the gay, les-
bian and transgender community, 
people from all backgrounds have 
joined in the event. 
Wilson said the show’s strong 
support exhibits the surprisingly 
active drag scene in Missoula and 
Montana in general. She said that 
support has been overwhelming 
and has come from many different 
places. Many people have walked 
up to their table in the UC and 
In an attempt to arouse commu-
nication about ongoing issues of 
racism and prejudice, several art-
ists and curators from across the 
nation used a collection of white 
supremacy propaganda to create 
one of the most unique art exhi-
bitions Montana has ever seen, 
which is on display at the Montana 
Museum of Art and Culture at the 
University of Montana.
This project, called “Speaking 
Volumes: Transforming Hate,” 
started in 2003 when a member 
of the Superior-based white su-
premacist group called The World 
Church of the Creator wanted out, 
but could not afford to leave the 
community. The man then con-
tacted the Montana Human Rights 
Network and, in exchange for a 
bus ticket out of Superior, offered 
them access to a storage locker 
that contained thousands of novels 
with titles like “The White Man’s 
Bible” and “Rahowa (Racial Holy 
War),” written by the group’s 
founding member, Ben Klassen.
After acquiring the books, 
the group stewed over what to do 
with them, and even considered 
destroying them, but eventually 
settled on using the books in illus-
trations of transformative art.
“This exhibit reminds us that 
things happen in our community 
all the time and we just aren’t 
aware of them,” said Brandon 
Reintjes, curator for the Montana 
Museum of Art and Culture. Rein-
tjes added that the exhibit features 
Montana artists alongside national 
artists.
In conjunction with the exhibi-
tion, there will be a collection of 
speakers at the University of Mon-
tana over the next few weeks who 
will talk about how prevalent rac-
ism is on both a local and nation-
al level, and how the exhibition 
draws attention to this problem 
and invites activism.
“Art has so much to add to the 
important dialogue, as to the soci-
ety we want to create,” said Katie 
Knight, the exhibition’s curator 
and one of its speakers.
During her lecture, Knight 
plans to put this exhibition into 
context by talking about both na-
tional and local examples of trans-
formative art.
The first speaker will be Travis 
McAdam, who was on staff at the 
Montana Human Rights Network 
when it acquired the books. He 
will speak on Jan. 29 at 7 p.m. in 
the Masquer Theatre located in the 
PAR/TV building.
Reintjes said McAdam plans 
to talk about how the books were 
‘Speaking Volumes’ transforms hate into art
Photo courtesy of Brandon Reintjes
Ariana Boussard-Reifel poses for “Like Mother Like Daughter,” the digital-video projection inside the “Hate Begins at Home” structure in the Mansfield Library. 
Tori Norskog
Montana Kaimin
See SPEAK, page 11
Drag queens, kings come out for a cause at The Palace
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin We want to raise as much 
money as possible to give 
them as much as we can.“ ”- Janna Smith, Women’s Resource Center
See DRAG, page 11
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A typical workday in the life of 
an American man doesn’t usually 
include getting to the office and 
putting on a dress, but it does if 
you are Barret O’Brien.
O’Brien is one of two dress-
donning, high-heel wearing males 
in the Montana Repertory The-
atre’s production of Ken Ludwig’s 
“Leading Ladies.”  He joins fellow 
cast member Bret Tuomi in por-
traying two actors who dress up as 
women, pretending to be long-lost 
heiresses.
O’Brien said it was the first 
time in his career that he has ever 
been in “drag.”  
“I’ve never had two full dresses 
made for me,” O’Brien said. “It 
was kind of lovely.”
O’Brien plays Jack Gable, 
alongside Tuomi who plays Leo 
Clark. The two characters pretend 
to be Maxine and Stephanie, niec-
es to a rich aunt, (played by Kathy 
Danzer), on her deathbed in York, 
Penn. With their Cousin Meg 
(played by actress Nora Munde’ 
Gustuson), they find Aunt Flor-
ence still very much alive and a 
string of hilarious events follows.  
In the middle of the show, the 
cast performs a dance number in 
which both O’Brien and Tuomi 
are in full dresses. O’Brien said 
that by the time the cast began to 
learn the dance, he had been wear-
ing high heels for a couple weeks 
at rehearsals and was comfortable 
in them. What was hard for him, 
however, was finding the passion 
to perform the number, because 
his character is dancing with a 
much older man.
“The tango is a sultry, passion-
ate dance,” O’Brien said. “I need-
ed to have all the fire the tango 
needed.”
O’Brien, Tuomi and Kathy 
Danzer are the theater’s three 
professional actors who are 
When I think of my fourth-
grade year, three things come to 
mind: the Denver Broncos and 
Chicago Bulls (my teams) domi-
nating; spelling “pre”-tests ruining 
my Wednesdays and being unable 
to escape James Cameron’s “Ti-
tanic.”
Even at the age of 10, I was ful-
ly aware that “Titanic” was more 
than some sappy, melodramatic 
love story set on history’s most fa-
mous doomed transatlantic vessel. 
The Celine Dion song, the 
countless “king of the world” ref-
erences, the “propeller guy” and, 
of course, the infamous nude 
drawing scene (which, during my 
first viewing, my mother com-
pletely shielded from my eyes) all 
became — and in some ways, still 
are — ingrained into the culture’s 
consciousness. In short, it was a 
phenomenon.
With 11 Oscars to its name and 
more than $600 million earned 
domestically at the box office, “Ti-
tanic” served as the picture-per-
fect embodiment of a blockbuster. 
Since its release in 1997, several 
film juggernauts have taken a 
stab at its all-time high domestic 
and worldwide box office intake, 
but even with ever-inflating ticket 
prices, Cameron’s record re-
mained untouched.
But on Tuesday, according 
to 20th Century Fox, the mov-
ie’s $1.424 billion international 
box office benchmark was sur-
passed by none other than Cam-
eron’s much-anticipated, critically 
acclaimed and — more recently 
— highly-controversial follow-up, 
“Avatar.” 
(Note to the reader: If you 
haven’t seen “Avatar,” stop read-
ing, buy a ticket for the soonest 
show time, go see it and then re-
sume reading.)
Whatever your view regarding 
the movie’s plot — which, even to 
the most forgiving of fans, seems 
like a redux of “Dances With 
Wolves,” “Star Wars,” “Pocahon-
tas,” “Lord of the Rings,” “The 
Matrix,” “FernGully: The Last 
Rain Forest,” so on and so forth — 
“Avatar” is an amazing achieve-
ment in moviemaking. Just as “The 
Wizard of Oz” did in 1939 and the 
original “Star Wars” did in 1977, 
“Avatar” sets the bar at a whole 
new level for visual storytelling on 
the silver screen — something all 
the more impressive in this age of 
CGI saturation (see Michael Bay’s 
“Transformers” and “Transform-
ers 2: Revenge of the Fallen”).     
With a budget of nearly $500 
million at his disposal, Cameron 
creates the rich, beautiful world of 
Pandora, filled with imaginative 
creatures and ethereal landscapes, 
which are almost sullied by the 
greedy, power-hungry humans like 
Parker Selfridge (Giovanni Ribisi) 
and Colonel Miles Quarritch (Ste-
phen Lang). This particular plot 
point, whether it’s the seemingly 
heartless soldiers or the money-
grubbing businessmen, has drawn 
much scrutiny, with several critics 
labeling the movie as leftist, anti-
capitalistic propaganda. Not only 
that, some view the movie’s mes-
sage as promoting naturistic poly-
theism, and even smoking (mainly 
because of Sigourney Weaver’s Dr. 
Grace Augustine).
But the fact that the film is at 
the brunt of so much criticism 
serves as a testament to its affec-
tiveness and relevance. Like all 
great science fiction, its themes are 
rooted in prevalent societal issues, 
and though many detractors knock 
the plot as being too derivative, it 
holds a mirror up to contemporary 
culture, which is losing touch with 
the natural world in favor of turn-
ing a profit.
And, yes, the film wouldn’t be 
what it is without the 3-D, but in-
stead of coming across as a tech-
nical gimmick, Cameron uses 
the innovation to exponentially 
enhance the experience, engulf-
ing and immersing the viewer in 
Pandora.
Two weeks ago, “Avatar” took 
home the Golden Globe for Best 
Director and Best Picture-Drama. 
This doesn’t guarantee it will win 
Oscars in these categories (though 
it will more than likely get nomi-
nated for them), but it does show 
that the film isn’t just a flashy, hol-
low spectacle, but rather, a great 
‘Ladies’ lead the way on the Montana Repertory stage
Jessica Stugelmayer
Montana Kaimin
Miller Time
By Steve Miller
Cameron continues blockbuster 
legacy; ‘Avatar’ sinks his ‘Titanic’
See AVATAR, page 11 
See LADIES, page 11
Ben Coulter / Montana Kaimin
Barret O’Brien, right, and Bret Tuomi cross swords during a mic check before Thursday night’s performance of “Leading 
Ladies” at the Montana Repertory Theatre. The play ran Jan. 26 to 30 and will show  Feb. 2 to 4, and Feb. 6.
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acquired and also about what’s 
happening with the current state 
of human rights violations.
Knight is scheduled to speak 
on Feb. 4, also at 7 p.m., at the 
Masquer Theatre in the PAR/
TV building at the University of 
Montana.
On Feb. 25 at the Montana 
Theatre, there will be a panel dis-
cussion featuring Dana Boussard, 
Steve Glueckert and Lisa Jarrett, 
three artists who have their work 
in the exhibit. Former Montana 
Human Rights Network director 
Ken Toole, the individual who was 
first allowed access to the storage 
shed, will moderate this panel.
“It’s really important for peo-
ple to realize we have a lot to talk 
about,” Knight said. “There are 
conversations about our shared 
past and prejudice that we would 
benefit from having.”
The exhibition will be on dis-
play until March 6.
victoria.norskog@umt.edu
SPEAK
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offered to help in any way they 
could, including one UM student 
who was determined to be auc-
tioned off on Thursday afternoon. 
Wilson said that she is look-
ing forward to the event and be-
lieves it’ll be a major success, a 
relief considering this is the first 
year she has organized the event. 
“I’m really nervous,” she said. 
“But at the same time, I’m really 
excited.” 
justin.franz@umontana.edu
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members of the Actors’ Equity As-
sociattion, but several University of 
Montana students also comprise 
the cast. Student Seth Bowling 
plays Duncan in “Leading La-
dies,” but theatergoers might also 
recognize him as Jason from UM’s 
“Medea” in 2008.  
Junior Hannah Kanengieter has 
been in recent UM productions 
“Guys and Dolls” and “Eurydice,” 
and in “Leading Ladies” takes on 
the role of Audrey,  Jack’s love in-
terest and the girlfriend of Butch, 
played by 2008 UM graduate Jack-
son Palmer. Orson Dwayne Ague, 
who plays Doc in the production, 
is studying technical theatre at 
UM, but has made a previous stage 
appearance as Herbie in “Gypsy.”
O’Brien, a recent graduate of 
the Yale School of Drama, said 
that there was little difference be-
tween the student actors and the 
“union” actors.  He said the stu-
dents were highly professional and 
talented. If anything, he said, he 
rekindled his love of the art from 
the students.
“When we union actors have a 
day off, they are there striking,” 
he said, referring to when cast and 
crew take down the set after a per-
formance. “They get there before 
me and leave after me and there 
are still smiles.”
The show is also utilizing four 
university students in technical 
roles in the performance and plans 
to bring them along for the show’s 
national tour beginning Feb. 8. 
The tour will cover most of Mon-
tana, then hit Texas and Alabama 
before ending in Missouri in just 
three weeks.
Company manager Katie Han-
son, a native Montanan, said the 
play isn’t the type of production 
Montana Repertory Theatre usu-
ally puts on, straying from classic 
plays to this lesser-known show. 
Hanson said she thinks the theater 
was so successful with the long 
tour of “To Kill a Mockingbird” 
that they decided to take a chance 
on “Leading Ladies.”
But because the show isn’t as 
well known, fewer of the venues 
that usually book with the theater 
company are willing to risk sched-
uling an unknown show in the 
struggling economy, cutting the 
tour to three weeks in February 
when they normally end in April, 
Hanson said.
The production will be in 
Missoula at the University of 
Montana’s Montana Theatre for 
one more week, showing Feb. 2 
through Feb. 4 with a final perfor-
mance Feb. 6. Tickets are $18 for 
the general public, $14 for students 
and $8 for ages 12 and under. They 
can be purchased at the PAR/TV 
box office between 11:30 and 5:30 
Monday through Friday or at the 
door the night of the performance. 
jessica.stugelmayer@umt.edu
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The “Speaking Volumes: Transforming Hate” exhibition at the Montana Museum of Art & Culture turns hate-based litera-
ture into artwork in the name of social justice. The exhibit will be on display in the Meloy and Paxson Galleries until March 
6, 2010.
and memorable movie.
As “Avatar” continues to rake 
in the money amid the weak crop 
of January and February releases, 
it will surpass “Titanic” to hold 
the U.S. box office record. Being 
only $39 million shy of that mark, 
that should happen by the end of 
the weekend. 
While it’s certainly true that 
inflating ticket prices (not to men-
tion the even steeper cost of seeing 
a 3-D movie) played a huge role in 
how much it has made, its numbers 
are consistently strong, seeing that 
it’s been the top grosser for six 
consecutive weeks.
Similar to “Titanic,” “Avatar” 
certainly has its haters. But also 
like its predecessor, Cameron’s 
latest is a wonder to behold and, 
because of its high-level innova-
tion, will go down as one of the 
great films of our era.
steven.miller@umontana.edu
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K A I M I N  C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
R A T E S
Lost and found ads may be placed in 
the Kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
                         FOR RENT 
Weekend cabins 30 minutes from Mis-
soula. $44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins. 
251-6611.
4 bed room home for rent 1100 per month. 
Call Jim at 406-846-1000.  
Room for rent near University! $435 a 
month, No Pets! Call Ashley at (406) 
214-2929
                       
                          FOR SALE 
Sexy Sweetheart Sale February 13th 7 to 
7 Stensrud Building across from Kettle 
house Brewery. LOVELY Vintage and 
Retro Dresses & Hats Costume jewelry, 
pretty pumps & bags. Vintage Sewing Pat-
terns! 363-3473. 
                     HELP WANTED 
The Nature Conservancy’s Pine Butte 
Guest Ranch in Choteau, Montana is 
currently hiring seasonal positions for 
the summer of 2010.  We are looking for 
qualified, friendly people to fill positions 
as kitchen staff, wranglers, wrangler 
naturalist, and in guest services.  To see 
complete job descriptions and apply, 
please visit www.nature.org/careers and 
complete an online application by Febru-
ary 14, 2010.  Please call (406) 466-2158 
if you have any questions.
Looking for minimal home health care to 
include pets, errands and occasional help 
with lifting and transitioning male MS 
patient in exchange for free rent in private 
furnished lower level living quarters. 
Male or couple applicants preferred due 
to necessary lifting. Send resume and a 
minimum of two reference letters to P.O. 
Box 17737, Missoula, MT 59808. 
                      PERSONALS 
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Personal counseling appointments avail-
able. Please call 243-4711
Women who’ve experienced Sexual As-
sault or Relationship Violence: we can 
offer a safe place to begin your healing 
process with others who’ve had similar 
experiences. SARC is offering a support 
group starting in February. If interested, 
please call 243-5244
                        SERVICES 
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student dis-
count! Computer Central 136 E. Broadway 
542-6540
Basic Wildfire Training, April 10-11 and 
April 17-18; for info call 543-0013
Junior Cara Laslovich, 
who lived in Jesse Hall dur-
ing some of the renovations, 
said she thinks there should 
be more work on both Aber 
and Jesse halls, saying some 
of the dorms are a little out-
dated.
Although his successor 
hasn’t been chosen, Brunell 
has advice for future Resi-
dence Life staff.
“They have to under-
stand who they work for,” 
Brunell said. “They work 
for the students who live 
with them.”
justyn.field@umontana.edu
Monday, Jan. 4, 9:01 p.m.
An iPod with a blue cover val-
ued at $199 was reported stolen 
from the library in the School of 
Law.
Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2:45 a.m.
An officer stopped to check on a 
man trying to adjust a headlight on 
his mountain bike and found that 
he had two outstanding warrants 
for his arrest. Captain Gary Taylor 
of the Office of Public Safety said 
the man was arrested and his bike 
is being held at the Public Safety 
lot pending his release. 
“It’s the worst luck,” Taylor 
said. “He was just trying to be le-
gal and get his headlight fixed and 
that’s what he gets for it.”
Sunday, Jan. 16, 3:30 p.m.
The passenger side window of 
a Chevy Blazer in the M lot was 
smashed open and a purse inside 
was stolen.
Thursday, Jan. 21, 3:39 p.m.
A trash can had been set on 
fire in the women’s bathroom of 
the Gallagher Business Building 
on the first floor. At about 3:30 
p.m. the previous day, a trash can 
in the same spot had also been 
set aflame, burning so hot that it 
melted a towel dispenser hanging 
on the wall above it. A third fire 
was started earlier Thursday after-
noon in a classroom in the Curry 
Health Center, but no significant 
fire damage resulted. After inter-
viewing a suspect, a woman was 
charged with three counts of mis-
demeanor arson. 
Monday, Jan. 25, 12:50 p.m.
The passenger window of a 
blue Honda CRV was smashed on 
Campus Drive and an iPod valued 
at $200 was stolen from inside the 
car.
Tuesday, Jan. 26, 10:45 a.m.
An employee of A-1 Vacuum & 
Janitorial Supply on South Russell 
Street called the Office of Pub-
lic Safety to report that two men 
claiming to be dorm residents at 
UM tried to buy bulk amounts of 
over-the-counter ammonia and 
ethyl alcohol. When the employee 
asked for their names the two men 
left the store.
Cited:
John Carpenter, 18, possession of 
drug paraphernalia
Richard Grant, 24, disorderly con-
duct and trespassing
Kyle Kehoe, 19, possession of dan-
gerous drugs
Jessica Laucik, 24, arson
William Maxfield, 29, outstanding 
warrants
Peter Stolberg, 18, possession of 
dangerous drugs
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
Jan. 8, 10:45 p.m.
A drunk man was pounding on an apart-
ment door at the Craighead Apartments and 
spitting. When officers talked to him, Taylor 
said, the man was uncooperative and re-
ferred to the officers as chumps. He was cit-
ed for disorderly conduct and trespassing.
Police 
Blotter
Agile arsonist, curious chemists, smashed Sedans
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
The matches are also bar-
friendly. You don’t need commen-
tary and the best matches are on 
from midnight until 4 a.m. The 
championship match takes place 
on Saturday night after last call in 
Missoula.  
There is no other major sport 
that has its championship on Sat-
urday night (series don’t count), 
and I can spend all night at the wa-
tering hole only to stagger home 
and not miss a serve. 
While football is great, the 
Open is the premier event of Janu-
ary. The format and quality of 
competition make for a perfect 
ending to the best sports month of 
the year.
Do yourself a favor on Saturday 
by going out, enjoying a meal and 
a frosty beverage, then stumbling 
home and watching some live 
championship tennis.  
There’s no better way to end a 
month.
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
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BRUNELL
From page 1
Ron Brunell, director of residence life 
at UM, has been employed with the 
school since 1967.  He will be retiring 
from UM this summer.
Kate Medley/Montana Kaimin Archive
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